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of the Life Without
Buildings song “The Leanover” are full of stutters:
“If I, if I, if I, if I, if I / B-b-b-b-baby g g g, so g g g,
you you you,” sings front woman Tompkins
before slurring the phrase “if I lose you in the
street” so that it sounds like “illusion street.” The
Glaswegian post-punk band called it quits in
2002, but Tompkins’s slippery language has
continued to inform her visual art practice. The
pieces in the tongue-twisting “When Wayne
Went Away” are typewriter-generated works on
paper as well as paintings—gloopy, raw,
occasionally jammed into uneven diptychs,
smeared with letters or fragments of words (“NV”
across the surface of Swapping, 2016, or an M-shaped gouge to
the canvas in Sewn in the sunshine, 2016). Pennies, wooden dowels,
and tiny plastic mice are collaged into some works; elsewhere,
Tompkins liberally applies glitter and isn’t afraid to slash the canvas,
conjuring a hybrid of Chris Martin and Lucio Fontana. The effect is
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thoughtfully messy—slapdash, but not slackerish.
In the smaller back gallery space, The view
from the long couch, 2015, a multipart installation
that incorporates typewritten text across sheets
of weathered, creased paper, is the most direct
connection to the artist’s past as a performer
and lyricist. It’s delirious and spontaneous-seeming,
generating a punkish concrete poetry with a
knack for nonsense: “GET FLOPPED…remember the
purple…Who Wants To Divde a Perpsi?” ([sic]
stuff indeed). In conjunction with the exhibition,
Tompkins gave a solo performance at the space.
She bounced as if to the rhythm of an unheard
backbeat; gesturing occultly, she seemed at times
to be engaged in an unsuccessful game of charades while chirping
enigmatic phrases—“My career! Move on! Move on!” or “Uh-oh, put
my daughter on my knee.” Tompkins seems tapped into some wild,
childlike energy herself. It’s inspiring, and more than a little contagious.
—Scott Indrisek

BALTIMORE

“Ready to Drop”

from a strain of pregnancy
porn, this exhibition brings together
Bradford Kessler, Erin Jane Nelson,
and the duo Body by Body, each of
whom uses visceral images of
or relating to the body to ends
provocative but not always
entirely legible. As a prompt for
their work, London-based writer
and artist Ed Fornieles
hosted a collaborative Google
document where the artists
could share ideas and images,
which also became the basis
for the speculative press
release—an airy description of
notions of fetish and fetishism,
though not necessarily a
useful or concrete framework
from which to approach the
work on display.
The eight pieces are
economically arrayed in the
small space. Body by Body
(Cameron Soren and Melissa
Sachs) presents two videos
and an unlabeled black vinyl LP on
a small, graffitied record player.
One video, Impressions of Dublin,
2014, is set in a surprisingly opulent
Best Western in the Irish capital. The
city’s literary and cosmopolitan mythos
falls away in a montage of iPhone footage
of hectic travel and the motel’s ostentatious
decorations. Occasionally, flashing hearts or stars
drift over the image. Their room resembles a
porn set, its actors haggard. The video summons
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another interpretation of the exhibition title:
exhaustion and strain.
Nelson’s Eat me she rot, 2016, is an ink-jetprinted quilt covered in scribbles and photographic
portraits, staged low on the ground over a
rectangular plinth, a bit like a shrouded altar or bed.
It’s sprinkled with foot-shaped candies of Nelson’s
creation. Viewers are allowed, but not instructed, to
eat them—emphasizing some transgression in the
act of sampling the treats, which, it turns out, have
odd flavors, like curry powder and lavender. The
candies reappear, printed on a stitched fabric
assemblage, in Nelson’s Node Crook, 2016, alongside
bondage imagery and photographs of benign cats
and a cute sweater arranged over uneven blocks of
beige and orange cotton. These totemic juxtapositions
can be opaque in meaning but reprise the abjection
and benignity that characterize all three artists’ work.
Kessler shows two grotesquely erotic sculptures:
from 2015, a broad-brimmed hat in fleshy silicone,
with a vaginal crease across its crown, and Brian
(Geisteater) (“Ghost Eater”), 2016, a man’s head,
his skull and jaw completely, monstrously detached
to reveal two rows of fangs, cast from dirty
plastic. Also on view are two untitled paintings made
with a Vaseline-and-peanut-butter concoction
smeared on a canvas—they’re still wet, and gunk
occasionally drips off. Kessler’s slimy canvases
are evocative, sensual, and repellent, and wink at
painting’s capacity for voluptuousness.
The artists offer big images and exciting, allusive
materials and depictions: food, bondage, kitschy
trifles, silicone, sparkling videos. But how these images
and materials cohere isn’t always clear. That’s fine—
but it’s also a form of exhibitionism, itself another
kind of fetish, giving a seductive flash while remaining
guardedly opaque. —Noah Dillon
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